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SMOOTH SAILING
31st of May - Book Fair Ends &
EARLY CLOSE 2.30pm

Thank you to the dedicated team at Cervantes Primary School for ensuring everything
continued so smoothly in my absence. Covid hit me last Thursday and it has taken me all the
isolation time to recover from the symptoms. I am grateful for the professionalism and
capability shown by my team at any time, but this was especially obvious since I have been
away for nearly two weeks, with professional learning and sickness.

3rd of June - Pupil Free Day
6th of June - Public Holiday
8th of June - Board Meeting
10th June - Rhyme Time

TRONOX
We are very grateful for the support that
Tronox provides us in an annual donation.
This year we have utilised their generosity in
the area of technologies and purchased a
Makit Board for the Junior Class and 8 Lego
kits for the Middle Class and Senior Class.

P&C Day
May 20th is set aside to acknowledge the support and hard work that P&C committees do
for schools. Cervantes P&C is definitely worthy of this acknowledgement. We greatly
appreciate their support in providing so many ‘extra’ resources and activities for the
students. Their annual contributions to library resources, IT leases and education apps for
iPads has already been implemented this year with funds towards, new Lego, the Multi-Lit
reading intervention program, library furniture, book resources and Reading Eggs.

CHILDREN’S DAY

At the beginning of May the students celebrated Japanese Children’s Day. Sensei organised
a variety of activities for the day to allow students to gain an understanding of how the
children are celebrated in Japan.

LONG WEEKEND

Turquoise Coast schools coordinate their school development day in Term Two to coincide with the WA Day long weekend, allowing families the
opportunity to have a 4 day break. I hope you are able to take some time to celebrate being a ‘West Aussie’ and use the opportunity to share some
of your family history with your children.
Did you know?
Prior to 2012, June 1 was known as Foundation Day, which marked the day when the first European settlers, under the command of Captain
James Stirling RN, Lieutenant Governor, arrived from Britain to settle the Swan River Colony.
• In April 2012 Foundation Day was formally changed to WA Day following bipartisan political support in the Western Australian Parliament.
• The legislation emphasised that the new ‘State Day’ was to be inclusive of all people no matter how long they have called themselves Western
Australians.
Can you name the WA emblems?
Bird – Floral – Animal - Fossil
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JUNIOR CLASS
The Junior room have been participating in news telling this year. Each week the children bring in something that matches the topic of the
week. These topics link to the theme of the classroom for example this term it is all linked to our Biological science unit. This week they had
to bring in a picture of a pet they want or have as we have been learning about what a pet needs to survive. News telling is an important part
of their oral and expressive language development. They have loved showing their items and telling the class all about them.

MIDDLE CLASS
In Design and Technology we are in the middle of a project called ‘Growing Up!’ The students have designed and made a miniature garden out of
recycled and a select few items (pop sticks, match sticks, pebbles) to grow cress that they will harvest and create a cress sandwich. Thus far there
have been a few problems to solve, like how to make it waterproof and how to create a small house or fence to decorate their garden. They had a
choice from cotton wool, paper towel or potting mix as their soil. The cress seeds have already started to shoot and it is only day 2.

SENIOR CLASS
The Senior Class took part in a fun hands-on experiment investigating the yeast micro-organism. They needed to find out what happened when
yeast, sugar and water are mixed. The students left their bottles overnight and recorded their results the next morning. It was discovered that the
balloon on Bottle 2 inflated due to a chemical reaction between the yeast, sugar and water producing carbon dioxide.

Natalie Dennis
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